INTRODUCTION
The transient grating (TG) technique is one of nonlinear optical spectroscopies in which four photons are involved. Phenomenologically, this method can be understood as the probe beam diffraction by a grating created by the interference of two excitation beams ( Figure 1 ). Depending on the nature of the grating, one can optically probe various kinds of dynamics, such as intramolecular and intermolecular energy flow dynamics, free carrier (electron or hole) dynamics, viscoelastics (structural relaxation), 4 rotation or orientational motions, dynamics of chemical reactions and so on with a very wide time range from a order of second to femtosecond.
If we are interested in solution dynamics, this TG method will be a very useful and powerful way for studying the translational molecular motions in solution. The principle of the measurement is as follows. If the sample contains photochemically active molecules, these molecules are converted to other species in the bright region of the grating but not in the dark region. This site selective excitation induces a spatial modulation of refractive index and/or absorption coefficient. The grating diffracts another probe beam entering in this region. The signal decays as the grating smears out by the diffusion. Therefore, the decay of the TG signal reflects the diffusion process of the probe molecule. The TG method has several unique advantages.
1. This method possesses very high sensitivity, because the TG signal is detected without background light. 2. Since the grating is created in a very small space in a sample, only a very small amount of the sample is required for the signal detection. 3. We monitor the smear-out time of the very narrow-spacing fringes by diffusion. Therefore, even in a very viscous solution, it takes only a short time to complete one experiment. Also, because of the very fast response time of the detection system, it can follow very fast diffusion. As a result, a wide range of diffusion coefficient, D (10-7---10 -5 m2s-) can be measured without difficulty. the population grating, we find eq. (5) with 6k 0 fits the data better. Therefore it is concluded that the TG signal which represents the mass diffusion mainly comes from the phase grating. After the complete decay of the thermal .grating signal, the square root of the population grating signal should decay bi-exponentially as predicted by eqs. (5) and (6a) . The semi-logarithm plots of /Ir t) of the population grating signals are shown in Fig. 2-b and 3- '19 Dsw kT/6x0 rfsw (11) As an example of the diffusional dynamics of a transient radical in solution, we choose pyrazinyl radical created from pyrazine by the photoinduced hydrogen abstraction reaction. 22 After the excitation of pyrazine in 2-propanol at 308 nm under nitrogen saturated condition a strong TG signal is observed. This signal first decays for a period of an order of/s and the origin of the signal is assigned to the thermal grating. We cannot observe any slow rising component in the early part of the thermal grating signal, which indicates that the triplet state of pyrazine is efficiently quenched by 2-propanol. This thermal grating signal decays down to the baseline once, rises to a certain intensity and then decays again to the baseline (Figure 4 ). Apparently t/ms 8 Figure 4 (a) Typical time dependence of the TG signal which represents the mass diffusion of pyrazine in 2-propanol at room temperature. The initial sharp spike-like signal is due to the contribution of the thermal grating.
the time developments of these slow components are governed by the mass diffusion in solution. The fact that the thermal grating signal drops down to the baseline once indicates that the dikp term in eq. (5) is negligible and the main contribution of the dinp term is positive. In other words, the absorption of the chemical species at the probe wavelength is negligible and this is confirmed by the transient absorption measurement. Fig. 5 shows the log(It6) /2 vs plot. After the thermal grating the TG signal is well expressed by two exponentials with different signs of the pre-exponential factors.
(Ir6): aexp(-lqt) + axp(-ket) (12) where subscripts s and f stand for the slow and fast components, respectively and af < 0 < as, a > a, I. When an air saturated solution is used as the sample, the slow component decays with a faster time constant.
We identify the diffusing species which contribute in the TG signal based on the following facts.
(1) The slow decay component decays faster under the air saturated condition. Since it is unlikely that dissolved nitrogen or oxygen change the diffusion process in solution, the slower decay must be due to the quenching of the diffusing species by oxygen. 
3py + (CH3)2CHOH
PyH + (CH3)2COH" (3) The created radicals as well as the parent molecules (pyrazine and 2-propanol) possess their absorption bands at shorter wavelengths than that of He-Ne laser. 23, 25 Therefore all of 6ni and dinj should be positive. (4) Pyrazine has much stronger absorption bands in the near UV region compared with that of 2-propanol. Therefore the depletion of pyrazine should form a larger phase grating than 2-propanol.
Considering these aspects, we assign the species which gives the slow rising component to pyrazine and which gives the slow decay component to the pyrazinyl radical. Probably 2-propanol and 2-hydroxypropyl radical cannot be detected because of the weak absorption coefficients. Figure 6 shows the q dependence of k and ke. A striking feature of the above result is the very small D value of the transient radical (pyrazinyl radical) compared with the parent molecule (pyrazine), even though the molecular volume should not be different so much (the difference is the only one hydrogen atom on the nitrogen atom of pyrazine). In other photoinduced hydrogen abstraction reaction systems,, such as phenazine, benzoquinone, and benzophenone in alcoholic solvents, similar time dependence of the TG signal are observed. 27 Based on similar analyses as that in the pyrazine case, we find that the radical diffusions are generally 3--4 times slower than the parent molecules with similar molecular volumes. Therefore we believe that we are observing a general phenomenon at least in the hydrogen abstraction reaction systems.
If we only consider the hydrodynamic interaction for the dynamics of these species in solution, the diffusion is expressed by the SE (eq. (10)) or modified SE (eq. ( 1 1)) equations. Obviously, the SE relation (eq. (10) Spernol and Wirtz. It is shown that the TG technique is a convenient means to study the translational diffusion process in solution.
As a unique application of the TG method, D of transient radicals created by photochemical reactions are investigated. For example, in the pyrazine/2-propanol case, the signal consists of a fast decay due to the thermal diffusion, a slow rise due to the diffusion of pyrazine and another slow decay due to the diffusion of the pyrazinyl radical. The translational motion of the transient radicals we examined are generally several times slower than those of the parent non-radical molecules. The advantages and disadvantages of the TG method for studying the solution dynamics are discussed.
